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Current context

Future developments in ground-based
gamma-ray astronomy

Ulisses Barres de Almeida ∗ and Martin Tluczykont

Abstract Ground-based g-ray astronomy is a powerful tool to study cosmic-ray
physics, providing a diagnostic of the high-energy processes at work in the most
extreme astrophysical accelerators of the universe. Ground-based g-ray detectors
apply a number of experimental techniques to measure the products of air showers
induced by the primary g-rays over a wide energy range, from about 30 GeV to
few PeV. These are based either on the measurement of the atmospheric Cherenkov
light induced by the air showers, or the direct detection of the shower’s secondary
particles at ground level. Thanks to the recent development of new and highly sen-
sitive ground-based g-ray detectors, important scientific results are emerging which
motivate new experimental proposals, at various stages of implementation. In this
chapter we will present the current expectations for future experiments in the field.
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Ground-based Gamma-ray 
Astronomy Network

HAWC

VERITAS
MAGIC

HESS
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'Real Astronomy’ at VHEs

• Large reflectors + Fine-pixel camera 
• Wide field of view for imaging and background 
• Stereoscopy → excellent shower reconstruction

• High altitude & fill factor → dense shower front sampling  
• Large array areas for efficient shower detection 
• Large Muon Effective Areas
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IACTs Gen-3

HAWC

LHAASO

'Real Astronomy’ at VHEs

Hundreds of sources, 
up to the PeV.

Wide spectral range, 
from GeV to PeV 

GROUND-BASED GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY

§ Sky maps with 5’ resolution 
§ Over 200 detected sources, covering 3 

orders of magnitude in gamma ray flux
§ Energy spectra over 3 decades in energy
§ Light curves on all scales from minutes to 

years

Real Astronomy!
showing a different sky

Gamma ray image
of supernova

RX J1713.7-3946

Resolved skymaps, 
arcmin-scale

THE BOAT (BRIGHTEST OF ALL TIMES)

➤ 1-in-10000 year event 

➤ Detected by Fermi 
GBM 

➤ Severe saturation in 
GBM and LAT in main 
phase (Region IV) 

➤ Detected by LHAASO 
and HAWC (IACTs: 
full moon)
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Resolved 
light-curves

LHAASO Skymap

Crab gamma-ray spectrum
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High Duty Cycle

Wide-Field of View

UHE Performance

Low Duty Cycle

Pointing instruments
Precision Astronomy at VHE

1/7
sky 

© Armelle Jardin-Blicq

CTAO performance (Alpha Configuration)

From 10-12 to 10-13 erg/cm2s 

9

CTA Performance (alpha configuration)

28

Air-shower particle arrays

Air-Cherenkov Telescopes

Two techniques
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Next Frontiers?

High 
altitudes

Hybrid  
Techniques

Towards 
the PeV 

Cost-effective 
CR suppression

Towards  
low energies

Angular 
resolution

Extended  
Field of View
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Fig. 1 Geographic distribution of current and planned ground-based g-ray facilities. In the case of
SWGO, the potential site locations currently under investigation are indicated [41].

towards the Siberian Cosmic- and g-ray detector, TAIGA, followed by the propos-
als for installation of a ground-based particle array detector in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, and finally the proposals for future IACTs beyond CTA. The criteria driving
our choice of which experimental proposals to present was their appearance in the
2019 and 2021 editions of the International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC). The
text reflects the status of the field as of the end of 2022, when this article was com-
piled.

Overview of Techniques

Extensive Air Showers
Cosmic rays and gamma rays initiate relativistic particle cascades in the Earth’s

atmosphere. The energy of the primary particle is transferred via high energy inter-
actions (e.g. pair production, bremsstrahlung, etc.) to secondary cascade particles.
These particles also create Cherenkov light which can be detected on the ground,
either by measuring the density of the Cherenkov light distribution (wave-front sam-
pling technique), or by imaging the Cherenkov light emitted from the cascade. The
number of secondary particles grows, until a critical energy per particle is reached,
below which ionization losses become dominant. Such particle cascades are called
extended air showers (EAS), and are the tool provided by nature to ground-based
gamma-ray astronomers.

Current & Proposed Ground-based 
Gamma-ray Facilities
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IACTs beyond CTA
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The Definitive IAC Array
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Large projects are rich R&D 
environments 

© Daniel Mazin
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ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ÝɦȰǹƛŽʄ

ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ǥɶ�ŏ�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǚȰɶƛ�ɜʙɦɜȰɶƛ�ǥɶ�ʄȰ�ŽȰȟɶʄɦʙŽʄ֯�ƈƛɜȇȰ˃�ŏȟƈ�
Ȱɜƛɦŏʄƛ� ŏȟ� ŏɦɦŏ˃� Ȱǃ� զ� ,ǚƛɦƛȟȁȰʶ� ʄƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛɶ� Ȱǃ� ʄǚƛ� ա� șƛʄƛɦɶ� Žȇŏɶɶ� ŏʄ� ʄǚƛ�
²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰɦǥȰ�ƈƛȇ�ùƛǥƈƛ�ǥȟ�ùƛȟƛɦǥǃƛ�íɜŏǥȟ�ǥȟ�ŽȰȇȇŏųȰɦŏʄǥȰȟ�ʺǥʄǚ�x�,ֵ�

�Ȱɦƛ�ʄǚŏȟ�՞բ՝�ɦƛɶƛŏɦŽǚƛɦɶ�ųƛȇȰȟǆǥȟǆ�ʄȰ

��x£�a�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄƛɶ�x�íaג�x֯�x�íaגÝ�֯�²�í֯�²�,ù֯�²�%֯�²�Ý6֯�²�ä�
��xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄǥƛɶ�ĈȟǥגÝd֯�ĈȟǥגÝ6֯�Ĉȟǥג,ù֯�ĈȟǥגdE֯�ÝȰȇǥ�ǥ٘��x£a£
֭�aʙȟƈŏŽǥȰȟ�dŏȇǥȇƛȰ�dŏȇǥȇƛǥ�
��xȟʄƛɦȟŏʄǥȰȟŏȇ�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄǥȰȟɶ�x�,ג��íɜŏǥȟ֯�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃�Ȱǃ�íŏȰ�ÝŏʙȇȰ��%ɦŏˏǥȇ֯�£ȰɦʄǚגĨƛɶʄ�
Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃��íȰʙʄǚ��ǃɦǥŽŏ֯�ĈȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄƜ�ֻ�²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰǥɦƛ�ƈƛ�dƛȟƛʶƛ�,pֵ

xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�ŏȟƈ�ǃȰɦƛǥǆȟ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ŽȰșɜŏȟǥƛɶ�ŏɦƛ�ŏȟƈ�ʺǥȇȇ�ųƛ�ǥȟʶȰȇʶƛƈ�ǥȟ�ʄǚƛ��íùäx�
�ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǥʄǚ�ǥșɜȰɦʄŏȟʄ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ɦƛʄʙɦȟֵ

!  Advancing novel IACT optics 
→  Pioneering dual-mirror design for the SSTs 

✓ compact telescopes and reduced focal length (7 mm pixel size) 
✓ good angular resolution over a wide-field of view (> 10º) 
✓ “aplanatic" optics for aberration correction  

→  Developing SiPM camera technology and associated 
electronics 

→  Expanded into a full “mini-array” proposal 

!  ”Mini-Array”with science exploiting 
→ the CTA timeline and LHAASO synergies 
→  flexible schedule for deep observation programme

ASTRI-Horn @ Mt. Etna

ùƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛ�ŏȟƈ�ȰɜʄǥŽɶ

Æ

ùǚƛ�Žʙɦɦƛȟʄ�ƈƛɶǥǆȟ�Ȱǃ�ʄǚƛ��íùäx�
ƛȇƛŽʄɦȰșƛŽǚŏȟǥŽŏȇ�ɶʄɦʙŽʄʙɦƛ�ǥɶ�ŏȟ�
ƛʶȰȇʙʄǥȰȟ�Ȱǃ�ʄǚƛ��íùäxגpȰɦȟ�ɜɦȰʄȰʄ˃ɜƛ�
ʄƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛֵ�

EȇƛŽʄɦȰגșƛŽǚŏȟǥŽŏȇ�ɶʄɦʙŽʄʙɦƛ�ǚŏɶ�ųƛƛȟ�
Ȱɜʄǥșǥˏƛƈ�ǥȟ�ʄƛɦșɶ�Ȱǃ�șŏɶɶ֯�
ǃʙȟŽʄǥȰȟŏȇǥʄ˃�ŏȟƈ�șŏǥȟʄŏǥȟŏųǥȇǥʄ˃��șŏɶɶ�
ǚŏɶ�ųƛƛȟ�ɦƛƈʙŽƛƈ�ų˃�ՠ՝ֵ�ز

Ɣ $OW�D]LPXWKDO�PRXQW

Ɣ 3ULPDU\�0LUURU������P�����VHJPHQWV�

Ɣ 6HFRQGDU\�0LUURU������P��PRQROLWKLF�

Ɣ )�QXPEHU�����

Ɣ $YHUDJH�HIIHFWLYH�DUHD�!�����P�

Ɣ 2SWLFDO�36)�������GHJ

Ɣ 3RVW�FDOLEUDWLRQ�SRLQWLQJ�SUHFLVLRQ����DUFVHF

ASTRI prototype @ Tenerife

ASTRI Telescope

È

�íùäx�,ŏșƛɦŏ

�/��D]<gG

/Q+!�Z<jgQEIh

ùǚƛ�íǥÝ��ɜɦȰƈʙŽƛƈ�ų˃�pŏșŏșŏʄɶʙ�ɜǚȰʄȰȟǥŽɶ�
�ǆɦȰʙɜƛƈ�ǥȟ�șŏʄɦǥŽƛɶ�Ȱǃ�ե˂ե�ɜǥ˂ƛȇɶդ˂դ�șș٦՟

ՠդ�șŏʄɦǥŽƛɶ�ŏɦƛ�ŏɦɦŏȟǆƛƈ�ʄȰ�ŏƈŏɜʄ�ʄȰ�ʄǚƛ�Žʙɦʶƛƈ�
ǃȰŽŏȇ�ɜȇŏȟƛ�Ȱǃ�ʄǚƛ�ʄƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛֵ�

xȟȟȰʶŏʄǥʶƛ�ƛȇƛŽʄɦȰȟǥŽɶ�ǃȰɦ�ɜƛŏȁ�ƈƛʄƛŽʄǥȰȟ�
䋻�ɲȗŏȅȅɲ�ŏȗȭʔȝɿ�ȭǂ�Ƈŏɿŏ

xȟʄƛɦǃƛɦƛȟʄǥŏȇ�˚ȇʄƛɦ�ŏɶ�ǃɦȰȟʄ�ʺǥȟƈȰʺ
䋻�ɢƚƇʔŽƚ�ɿǘƚ�Žȭȝɿɢǣųʔɿǣȭȝ�ǂɢȭȗ�ɿǘƚ�ȝǣǅǘɿ�ɲǿʾ�
ųŏŽǿǅɢȭʔȝƇ�ŏɿ�ʵŏʱƚȅƚȝǅɿǘɲ�ǅɢƚŏɿƚɢ�ɿǘŏȝ�դդ՟�ȝȗ�
ʺǚƛɦƛ�ʄǚƛ�ɶƛȟɶǥʄǥʶǥʄ˃�Ȱǃ�íǥÝ��ƈƛʄƛŽʄȰɦ�ǥɶ�ɶʄǥȇȇ�
ǚǥǆǚֵ
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ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ÝɦȰǹƛŽʄ

ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ǥɶ�ŏ�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǚȰɶƛ�ɜʙɦɜȰɶƛ�ǥɶ�ʄȰ�ŽȰȟɶʄɦʙŽʄ֯�ƈƛɜȇȰ˃�ŏȟƈ�
Ȱɜƛɦŏʄƛ� ŏȟ� ŏɦɦŏ˃� Ȱǃ� զ� ,ǚƛɦƛȟȁȰʶ� ʄƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛɶ� Ȱǃ� ʄǚƛ� ա� șƛʄƛɦɶ� Žȇŏɶɶ� ŏʄ� ʄǚƛ�
²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰɦǥȰ�ƈƛȇ�ùƛǥƈƛ�ǥȟ�ùƛȟƛɦǥǃƛ�íɜŏǥȟ�ǥȟ�ŽȰȇȇŏųȰɦŏʄǥȰȟ�ʺǥʄǚ�x�,ֵ�

�Ȱɦƛ�ʄǚŏȟ�՞բ՝�ɦƛɶƛŏɦŽǚƛɦɶ�ųƛȇȰȟǆǥȟǆ�ʄȰ

��x£�a�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄƛɶ�x�íaג�x֯�x�íaגÝ�֯�²�í֯�²�,ù֯�²�%֯�²�Ý6֯�²�ä�
��xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄǥƛɶ�ĈȟǥגÝd֯�ĈȟǥגÝ6֯�Ĉȟǥג,ù֯�ĈȟǥגdE֯�ÝȰȇǥ�ǥ٘��x£a£
֭�aʙȟƈŏŽǥȰȟ�dŏȇǥȇƛȰ�dŏȇǥȇƛǥ�
��xȟʄƛɦȟŏʄǥȰȟŏȇ�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄǥȰȟɶ�x�,ג��íɜŏǥȟ֯�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃�Ȱǃ�íŏȰ�ÝŏʙȇȰ��%ɦŏˏǥȇ֯�£ȰɦʄǚגĨƛɶʄ�
Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃��íȰʙʄǚ��ǃɦǥŽŏ֯�ĈȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄƜ�ֻ�²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰǥɦƛ�ƈƛ�dƛȟƛʶƛ�,pֵ

xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�ŏȟƈ�ǃȰɦƛǥǆȟ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ŽȰșɜŏȟǥƛɶ�ŏɦƛ�ŏȟƈ�ʺǥȇȇ�ųƛ�ǥȟʶȰȇʶƛƈ�ǥȟ�ʄǚƛ��íùäx�
�ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǥʄǚ�ǥșɜȰɦʄŏȟʄ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ɦƛʄʙɦȟֵ

! Array of 9 x 4-m class telescopes at the Teide Observatory, in Tenerife  
→  ASTRI-1 telescope installed in June 2022 → full array by end 2025 
→  Early science from 2025 

!  Science Programme 
→ deep-field observations, surveys and extended sources 
→  characterise the morphology of extended UHE sources 
→  extend spectra of known sources and measure cut-offs 

/jIN<[]�6IgEIYY][I��ȖÃÁÃÃ�/sZd]hQkZ��ÁÅ�ÁÉ�ÁÈ�ÃÁÃÃ Ã
Æ

ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃��ÝƛɦǃȰɦșŏȟŽƛ

/I[hQjQpQjs��DIjjIg�jP<[�EkggI[j���0h�¥��䎇�Ä�0I6¦
�rjI[GIG�hdIEjgkZ�<[G�Ekj�]NN�E][hjg<Q[jh

�[IgOs��[OkY<g�gIh]YkjQ][��¯ÂÁÚ���¯Á�ÁÆ¶�¥��ÞÂÁ�0I6¦
P<g<EjIgQvI�IrjI[GIG�h]kgEIh�Z]gdP]Y]Os

ÂÁ¶�NQIYG�]N�pQIq�qQjP�P]Z]OI[I]kh�]NN�<rQh�dIgN]gZ<[EI
!kYjQ�j<gOIj�NQIYGh�<[G�IrjI[GIG�h]kgEIh
�[P<[EIG�EP<[EI�N]g�hIgI[GQdQj]kh�GQhE]pIgQIh

�����

/jIN<[]�6IgEIYY][I��ȖÃÁÃÃ�/sZd]hQkZ��ÁÅ�ÁÉ�ÁÈ�ÃÁÃÃ Ã
Æ

ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃��ÝƛɦǃȰɦșŏȟŽƛ

/I[hQjQpQjs��DIjjIg�jP<[�EkggI[j���0h�¥��䎇�Ä�0I6¦
�rjI[GIG�hdIEjgkZ�<[G�Ekj�]NN�E][hjg<Q[jh

�[IgOs��[OkY<g�gIh]YkjQ][��¯ÂÁÚ���¯Á�ÁÆ¶�¥��ÞÂÁ�0I6¦
P<g<EjIgQvI�IrjI[GIG�h]kgEIh�Z]gdP]Y]Os

ÂÁ¶�NQIYG�]N�pQIq�qQjP�P]Z]OI[I]kh�]NN�<rQh�dIgN]gZ<[EI
!kYjQ�j<gOIj�NQIYGh�<[G�IrjI[GIG�h]kgEIh
�[P<[EIG�EP<[EI�N]g�hIgI[GQdQj]kh�GQhE]pIgQIh

�����
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ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ÝɦȰǹƛŽʄ

ùǚƛ��íùäx��ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ǥɶ�ŏ�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǚȰɶƛ�ɜʙɦɜȰɶƛ�ǥɶ�ʄȰ�ŽȰȟɶʄɦʙŽʄ֯�ƈƛɜȇȰ˃�ŏȟƈ�
Ȱɜƛɦŏʄƛ� ŏȟ� ŏɦɦŏ˃� Ȱǃ� զ� ,ǚƛɦƛȟȁȰʶ� ʄƛȇƛɶŽȰɜƛɶ� Ȱǃ� ʄǚƛ� ա� șƛʄƛɦɶ� Žȇŏɶɶ� ŏʄ� ʄǚƛ�
²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰɦǥȰ�ƈƛȇ�ùƛǥƈƛ�ǥȟ�ùƛȟƛɦǥǃƛ�íɜŏǥȟ�ǥȟ�ŽȰȇȇŏųȰɦŏʄǥȰȟ�ʺǥʄǚ�x�,ֵ�

�Ȱɦƛ�ʄǚŏȟ�՞բ՝�ɦƛɶƛŏɦŽǚƛɦɶ�ųƛȇȰȟǆǥȟǆ�ʄȰ

��x£�a�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄƛɶ�x�íaג�x֯�x�íaגÝ�֯�²�í֯�²�,ù֯�²�%֯�²�Ý6֯�²�ä�
��xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄǥƛɶ�ĈȟǥגÝd֯�ĈȟǥגÝ6֯�Ĉȟǥג,ù֯�ĈȟǥגdE֯�ÝȰȇǥ�ǥ٘��x£a£
֭�aʙȟƈŏŽǥȰȟ�dŏȇǥȇƛȰ�dŏȇǥȇƛǥ�
��xȟʄƛɦȟŏʄǥȰȟŏȇ�ǥȟɶʄǥʄʙʄǥȰȟɶ�x�,ג��íɜŏǥȟ֯�Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃�Ȱǃ�íŏȰ�ÝŏʙȇȰ��%ɦŏˏǥȇ֯�£ȰɦʄǚגĨƛɶʄ�
Ĉȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄ˃��íȰʙʄǚ��ǃɦǥŽŏ֯�ĈȟǥʶƛɦɶǥʄƜ�ֻ�²ųɶƛɦʶŏʄȰǥɦƛ�ƈƛ�dƛȟƛʶƛ�,pֵ

xʄŏȇǥŏȟ�ŏȟƈ�ǃȰɦƛǥǆȟ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ŽȰșɜŏȟǥƛɶ�ŏɦƛ�ŏȟƈ�ʺǥȇȇ�ųƛ�ǥȟʶȰȇʶƛƈ�ǥȟ�ʄǚƛ��íùäx�
�ǥȟǥג�ɦɦŏ˃�ɜɦȰǹƛŽʄ�ʺǥʄǚ�ǥșɜȰɦʄŏȟʄ�ǥȟƈʙɶʄɦǥŏȇ�ɦƛʄʙɦȟֵ

!  Science Operations 
→ 4+4 years of science, from 2026 
→  first 4 years: run as an experiment, with key science projects 
→  after which: move towards an observatory model with open time 

ÂÂ

�íùäx�ÝƛɦǃȰɦșŏȟŽƛ
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MACE
Altitude

# Cherenkov photons

10 km

20 km

γ-ray

0

100 GeV

10 GeV

!Highest altitude IACT ever built, at 4,720 m a.s.l. (Hanle, India) 
→  push the energy threshold of observations close c. 20 GeV 

✓ Cherenkov light produced only by first few generations of electrons 

BARC Collab., 37th ICRC, 2021

!  Challenges 
→  Cherenkov imaging 
→  PSF degradation 
→  Energy resolution 
→  High-energy shower 

reconstruction / calorimetry

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  

1 ph/m2 @ 10 GeV

IAO, Hanle

CRL, Ooty

KGF

HEGRO, Pachmarhi

Latitude:  32° 46  46  N
Longitude : 78° 57  51  E

Altitude : 4270 m

Mt Abu

INO

Thanks to Pratik Majumdar
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been recently installed at Hanle (32.8� N, 78.9� E) by the group of Indian gamma-ray
astronomers [13]. The altitude of the astronomical site at Hanle (4270 m) in the Himalayan
range of North India is the highest for any existing IACT in the world. This highest-altitude
Himalayan desert offers an annual average of more than 260 uniformly distributed dark
nights, leading to an excellent duty cycle of the telescope for g-ray observations. The
MACE telescope installed at Hanle site is shown in Figure 7. With an altitude-azimuth
mount, the telescope deploys a parabolic light collector of 21 m diameter and 25 m focal
length. The light collector comprises 356 mirror panels each of ⇠1 m ⇥ 1 m size. Each panel
consists of indigenously developed 4 diamond turned spherical metallic honeycomb mirror
facets of ⇠0.5 m ⇥ 0.5 m size. This provides a single reflecting surface of area ⇠346 m2 with
uniform reflectivity more than 85%. The mirror facets have graded focal lengths varying
from ⇠25 m to 26.5 m from the centre of light collector to its periphery, . This arrangement
of mirrors ensures the minimum on-axis spot size at the focal plane of the telescope. The
imaging camera at the focal plane deploys a modular structure with 68 Camera Integrated
Modules each having 16 photomultiplier tubes, commonly referred to as pixels. The linear
diameter of each photomultiplier tube is 38 mm. All the photomultiplier tubes in the
camera are fitted with hexagonal compound parabolic concentrators to cover the entire
surface of the camera. The entry apertures of these light concentrators have an angular
size of 0.125�. The camera provides a total optical field of view of ⇠4.36�⇥ 4.03�. Out
of total 1088 pixels, the innermost 576 pixels (36 modules) will be used for event trigger
generation with a field of view of ⇠2.62�⇥ 3.02� based on a predefined trigger criterion. A
trigger configuration of four close-cluster nearest-neighbor pixels is implemented in the
MACE hardware. Each 16-channel module has its signal processing electronics built into it.
An analogue switched capacitor array DRS-4 operating at 109 Hz is used for continuous
digitization of the signal from photomultiplier tubes.

Figure 7. The 21 m diameter MACE g-ray telescope at Hanle site (4270 m above sea level).

5.1. Expected Performance of MACE
The simulation study of the trigger performance using CORSIKA package [102] sug-

gests that the g-ray trigger energy threshold of the MACE telescope is ⇠20 GeV in the low
zenith angle range of 0�–40� and increases to ⇠173 GeV for large zenith angle of 60� [103].
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MACE
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!  Design Features 
→  Large optical reflector, 21-m ø + AMC 
→  Small on-axis spot size at focal length 
→  Compact camera, 1088 x 1.5” PMTs 
→  FoV ~ 4º, pixel size = 0.125º 
→GHz signal processing and trigger strategy

Universe 2021, 7, 96 16 of 22

As expected, for any IACT, integral rates for MACE are dominated by protons with nearly
80% contribution to total trigger rate. In the zenith angle range of 0�–40�, the integral rate is
estimated to be ⇠650 Hz, and it decreases sharply to ⇠305 Hz at 60� zenith angle. The 50 h
integral sensitivity of the telescope is estimated to be ⇠2.7% of the Crab Unit at the analysis
energy threshold of ⇠38 GeV at 5� zenith angle [104]. This has been estimated by carrying
out the g-hadron segregation using the Random Forest method. A comparison of the
integral sensitivity of the MACE telescope with MAGIC-I is shown in Figure 8. It is evident
from Figure 8 that, compared to the MAGIC-I telescope, the MACE telescope has a lower
analysis energy threshold (as expected on account of higher altitude). Furthermore, it is
observed that the MACE telescope would be more sensitive than the MAGIC-I telescope up
to ⇠150 GeV energy. The estimated energy and angular resolutions of the MACE telescope
as a function energy are reported in Figure 9. The telescope is expected to have an energy
resolution of ⇠40% in the energy range of 30–47 GeV, which improves to ⇠20% in the
energy bin 1.8–3 TeV [105]. Furthermore, the angular resolution of the MACE telescope
is estimated to be ⇠0.21� in the energy range of 30–47 GeV, and it improves to a value of
⇠0.06� in the energy range of 1.8–3 TeV [105]. Overall expected performance of MACE is
similar to that MAGIC-I, although MACE has lower analysis energy threshold ⇠30 GeV.
The MACE telescope is expected to see its first light in March–April 2021.
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been recently installed at Hanle (32.8� N, 78.9� E) by the group of Indian gamma-ray
astronomers [13]. The altitude of the astronomical site at Hanle (4270 m) in the Himalayan
range of North India is the highest for any existing IACT in the world. This highest-altitude
Himalayan desert offers an annual average of more than 260 uniformly distributed dark
nights, leading to an excellent duty cycle of the telescope for g-ray observations. The
MACE telescope installed at Hanle site is shown in Figure 7. With an altitude-azimuth
mount, the telescope deploys a parabolic light collector of 21 m diameter and 25 m focal
length. The light collector comprises 356 mirror panels each of ⇠1 m ⇥ 1 m size. Each panel
consists of indigenously developed 4 diamond turned spherical metallic honeycomb mirror
facets of ⇠0.5 m ⇥ 0.5 m size. This provides a single reflecting surface of area ⇠346 m2 with
uniform reflectivity more than 85%. The mirror facets have graded focal lengths varying
from ⇠25 m to 26.5 m from the centre of light collector to its periphery, . This arrangement
of mirrors ensures the minimum on-axis spot size at the focal plane of the telescope. The
imaging camera at the focal plane deploys a modular structure with 68 Camera Integrated
Modules each having 16 photomultiplier tubes, commonly referred to as pixels. The linear
diameter of each photomultiplier tube is 38 mm. All the photomultiplier tubes in the
camera are fitted with hexagonal compound parabolic concentrators to cover the entire
surface of the camera. The entry apertures of these light concentrators have an angular
size of 0.125�. The camera provides a total optical field of view of ⇠4.36�⇥ 4.03�. Out
of total 1088 pixels, the innermost 576 pixels (36 modules) will be used for event trigger
generation with a field of view of ⇠2.62�⇥ 3.02� based on a predefined trigger criterion. A
trigger configuration of four close-cluster nearest-neighbor pixels is implemented in the
MACE hardware. Each 16-channel module has its signal processing electronics built into it.
An analogue switched capacitor array DRS-4 operating at 109 Hz is used for continuous
digitization of the signal from photomultiplier tubes.

Figure 7. The 21 m diameter MACE g-ray telescope at Hanle site (4270 m above sea level).

5.1. Expected Performance of MACE
The simulation study of the trigger performance using CORSIKA package [102] sug-

gests that the g-ray trigger energy threshold of the MACE telescope is ⇠20 GeV in the low
zenith angle range of 0�–40� and increases to ⇠173 GeV for large zenith angle of 60� [103].
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!  Design Features 
→  Large optical reflector, 21-m ø + AMC 
→  Small on-axis spot size at focal length 
→  Compact camera, 1088 x 1.5” PMTs 
→  FoV ~ 4º, pixel size = 0.125º 
→GHz signal processing and trigger strategy 

!Simulations ongoing for a stereoscopic 
MACE-2 

Crab detection - arXiv:2404.01649
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LACT: LHAASO’s IACT Array

350 m

120 m

!  UHE PeVatrons discovered by LHAASO call for an 
improved angular resolution down to a few arc-min: 

→  Resolved morphology of extended sources 

→  Better establish counterparts at lower energies

!  Proposal for an IACT array at LHAASO site 
→  Operating > 300 GeV, up to UHEs 

→  32 telescopes in 8 x 4-IACT arrangements 

→  6-m ø reflector; 9.6º wide-field of view 

→  500-hr sensitivity @ 100 TeV similar to LHAASO array  

→  First full prototype by end 2024 

→  Complete array expected ~ 2028

Thanks to Hao Zhou
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LACT: LHAASO’s IACT Array

350 m

120 m

On-site prototype at LHAASO

!  Expected performance 
→ Effective area few-km2 > 1 TeV 

→ Angular resolution better than 3’ > 1 TeV 

→ Ground-array hybrid hadron rejection > 10 TeV

Conclusions

• Two SST-1Ms in Ondrejov already produce science 
results even in commissioning


• Both operation modes proven to work - mono / stereo 
with White Rabbit timestamps and SWAT stereo trigger


• Difficult conditions in Ondrejov (low altitude, duty cycle 
only a few nights a month due to bad weather) - 
performance increase expected when moved to a 
better site


• Joining another IACT or Water Cherenkov observatory 
is being considered (including SWGO) - further 
performance increase expected
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LHAASO + IACT (Zhang et al. 2024, 
[2402.11286])

• 6-m 
telescopes


• ground array 
only used to 
improve g/h 
separation

Conclusions

• Two SST-1Ms in Ondrejov already produce science 
results even in commissioning


• Both operation modes proven to work - mono / stereo 
with White Rabbit timestamps and SWAT stereo trigger


• Difficult conditions in Ondrejov (low altitude, duty cycle 
only a few nights a month due to bad weather) - 
performance increase expected when moved to a 
better site


• Joining another IACT or Water Cherenkov observatory 
is being considered (including SWGO) - further 
performance increase expected
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LHAASO + IACT (Zhang et al. 2024, 
[2402.11286])

• 6-m 
telescopes


• ground array 
only used to 
improve g/h 
separation

LHAASO + LACT (Zhang et al. 2024, [2402.11286]) 
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© LHAASO Collab.

@ HAWC Collab.

Tibet-ASγ + MD

1.2 km2

MILAGRO

ARGO-YBJ

6,000 m2

2020s
2010s

2000s

SWGO?

LHAASO
Tibet ASγ

5 km a.s.l.

Larger and higher…

HAWC

MILAGRO

60,000 m2

1.3 km
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ASTRI-Horn @ Mt. Etna
ASTRI prototype @ Tenerife

TAIGA 
Tunka Advanced Instrument for Gamma Astronomy 

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  

! Tunka Valley hosts a long-standing CR facility 
→ Tunka-133: 3 km2 air-Cherenkov array; 175 stations 

→ Tunka-Grande: underground muon scintillator array 

→ Tunka-Rex: 3 km2 EAS radio array; 63 antennas 

! TAIGA is a novel hybrid facility 

! The pilot TAIGA-1 (km2) stage is in operation 
→ HiSCORE: 120 air-Cherenkov timing stations 

→ TAIGA-IACT: 3 IACTs 

→ TAIGA-Muon: surface and underground scintillator array

Thanks to Martin Tluczykont



! IACTs 
→ 3 x 600-m apart 

→ 4.3-m ø, Davies-Cotton IACTs 

→ Energy threshold ~ 6 TeV standalone; 
10 TeV stereoscopic 

→ γ/hadron separation improvement
24

ASTRI-Horn @ Mt. Etna
ASTRI prototype @ Tenerife

TAIGA-1 Hybrid array
!HiSCORE 

→ 120 stations, in average 100 m apart 

→ Low cost, ~ 1 MEUR/km2 

→ Good core location (~5-10 m) and angular 
resolution ~ 0.15º 

→ Poor γ/hadron separation

Future developments in ground-based gamma-ray astronomy 11

Fig. 2 Layout of the TAIGA pilot array overlaid on a map of the Tunka observatory site. In total
120 HiSCORE stations (filled squares, 4 clusters in different colours) and 2 IACTs (red circles)
are in operation. Clusters are defined as organisational units, the stations of one cluster all being
connected to a central cluster controller. By summer 2022, a third IACT will be installed. Adapted
from [96]. Also shown are the detectors of the core of the Tunka-133 array (red dots, clusters
indicated by lines).

A general layout of the TAIGA-HiSCORE and TAIGA-IACT components on
the Tunka site is shown in Figure 2. In the following, the individual components
of TAIGA are introduced, followed by a description of the hybrid reconstruction
concept, and an overview of early results from the TAIGA pilot array.

TAIGA-HiSCORE

Station and array design
The TAIGA-HiSCORE array currently consists of 120 angle-integrating air-

Cherenkov timing detector stations, distributed over an area of approximately 1 km2.
The stations are arranged in an offset grid with distances between stations of 75 m
to 150 m, as illustrated in Figure 2. The array is organized in 4 clusters compris-
ing about 30 detector stations each, indicated by the differently coloured stations
in the Figure. A cluster is an organisational unit with all stations of a cluster con-
nected to a central cluster controller. An individual station consists of 4 photomul-
tiplier tubes (PMTs) equipped with a segmented Winston Cone. Both 8” and 10”
PMTs from ElectronTubes and Hamamatsu are used. The Winston cones are built
from light-weight reflective foil segments (Alanod 4300UP), and serve to reduce the

0.5 m2 collection area /station 
60o  FoV 

E > 100 TeV 
min. 3-station trigger

10 m2 mirro area 
9.6o  FoV

! TAIGA muon 
→ Currently based on Tunka-Grande 

→ γ/hadron separation > 100 TeV 

→ ~ 0.3% fill-factor
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TAIGA-1 Hybrid reconstruction

Future developments in ground-based gamma-ray astronomy 23

Fig. 12 Left: schematics of the hybrid TAIGA principle. The TAIGA-IACTs will be operated at
large distances from each other. The majority of events will be detected by a single IACT, and the
surrounding HiSCORE stations, which provide the core impact position and direction of the air
shower. Right: Amplitudes of HiSCORE stations and air shower image of the IACT corresponding
to a simulated event illustrated on the left. Source: [23]

ferently, in the required large number of channels per km2 - in the past, the superior
point-source sensitivity obtained by the very good angular resolution and g-hadron
sepration quality made stereoscopy the method of choice in air-Cherenkov astron-
omy.

The hybrid approach used within the TAIGA experiment is based on an idea to
take advantage of the full available effective area of one IACT. This is achieved by
placing the telescopes far apart from each other, so that most EASs will only trig-
ger one single IACT, and several HiSCORE stations. In order to compensate for the
limitations of monoscopic IACT reconstruction, the telescopes are then combined
with the HiSCORE timing array. While in the stereoscopic technique the EAS direc-
tion and core position are reconstructed using two IACTs, TAIGA uses the direction
and core position as reconstructed by HiSCORE. The principle is illustrated in Fig-
ure 12. The corresponding instrument response is also shown. It can be seen that the
major image axis of the IACT projected to the observation level actually points in
the direction of the core position reconstructed by HiSCORE. The latter is close to
the simulated EAS core.

As illustrated in Figure 6 for the angular resolution, the angular and core po-
sition resolutions of HiSCORE towards higher energies, as obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations, are comparable to those of stereoscopic IACT systems [51]. The
simulations were verified using data with a 9-station engineering array [44, 95, 78].
Using the core position as reconstructed by HiSCORE, the zenith angle of the ob-
servation, as well as the image size measured by the TAIGA-IACT, the image width,
w, can be scaled with its MC-expected value wMC, thus obtaining the hybrid scaled
width parameter (hscw).

hscw = w

wMC(core,size,zenith) (1)

! Typically EAS is seen by 1 IACT + surrounding 
HiSCORE stations 

→ Taking advantage of the full effective area of the 
single IACT 

→ Optimal core-distance reconstruction ~ 250 m 

! Core and direction reconstruction is done with 

HiSCORE. 

! Matched to the IACT image size to derive a 

hybrid scaled width parameter 
→ Trigger: 1 IACT + 3 HiSCORE station  

→ Combined energy threshold ~ 40 TeV 

→ Q-factor ( = γeff/√CReff) ~ 4-5 
— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  
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TAIGA-1 Hybrid reconstruction
26 Ulisses Barres de Almeida and Martin Tluczykont

Fig. 14 Sensitivity of TAIGA using TAIGA-HiSCORE and TAIGA-IACT for different stages of
the experiment (red curves). Currently, TAIGA has a size of 1 km2. The curves shown are based
on a combination of simulations for the low energy part (IACTs) [66] and a simulation of the
HiSCORE component [94]. Also shown are the point-source (50 h) and survey sensitivities of
CTA [42, 3], and the sensitivity of HAWC from [81]. The grey solid line shows a model fit to Crab
Nebula data [71]. Figure from: [95, 26].

dominated by the IACTs. No other detector component of TAIGA is sensitive at
few TeV. Here, the first event class listed above will be collected. In the energy
range beyond 10 TeV, TAIGA-HiSCORE starts to contribute to the reconstruction.
Here, one- or two-station events in combination with an IACT can be used. With
rising energy, the number of stations will increase to more than 3 (event class 3).
This is the main event class for TAIGA. In this range, the station multiplicity starts
to be high enough to provide good angular and core position resolution, allowing a
hybrid timing-imaging reconstruction.

Eventually the EAS will be large enough to also trigger a second IACT (event
class 4). Such events can be used to cross-calibrate the hybrid event reconstruc-
tion, by using the classical stereoscopic technique. This is possible using the current
setup, where the distances between the IACTs was chosen to be much smaller than
600 m. However, in the future, the distances between two IACTs will be increased to
about 600 m, resulting in very few stereoscopic events at very high energies. Above
100 TeV, the TAIGA-Muon component becomes relevant, since it will allow to mea-
sure the muon-content of EAS, providing additional hadron-tagging possibility. This
improved hadron rejection was not taken into account in the sensitivity curve shown
here. TAIGA-Muon is also operational in stand-alone mode during daytime, serving
as cosmic ray detector.

TAIGA will also allow morphological studies with a good angular resolution (∼
0.1○) and spectral energy reconstruction down to 10% relative energy resolution.

Budnev, 2017
TAIGA-IACT + HiSCORE

TAIGA-IACT TAIGA-IACT 
+ HiSCORE

Full-hybrid reconstruction 
with TAIGA-muon

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  

! Typically EAS is seen by 1 IACT + surrounding 
HiSCORE stations 

→ Taking advantage of the full effective area of the 
single IACT 

→ Optimal core-distance reconstruction ~ 250 m 

! Core and direction reconstruction is done with 

HiSCORE. 

! Matched to the IACT image size to derive a 

hybrid scaled width parameter 
→ Trigger: 1 IACT + 3 HiSCORE station  

→ Combined energy threshold ~ 40 TeV 

→ Q-factor ( = γeff/√CReff) ~ 4-5 

Crab Detection: 
arXiv: 2301.11002
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TAIGA 10 km2 Array
!  Future of expansion of TAIGA, beyond the Tunka site 

!  Operations from ~ 10 TeV to the PeV range 

→ 1000 HiSCORE stations  

→ 100-m spacing 

→ EAS reconstructions → Up to 10 IACTs  

→ 4.3-m ø class

→ Up to 100 small-imaging telescope 

→ Wide, 30º FoV 

→ SiPM-based camera

TAIGA-HiSCORE - a a . A
e  f 1000  i agi g
ide-a g e de ec

di ib ed  a ea 10 k 2

i h aci g 100  ab
A  EAS c e i i ,
di ec i  a d e e g
ec c i .

TAIGA-IACT - 
 12 - 16 IACT  
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C   
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f ci i a i  de ec ,

i c di g de g d
 de ec  i h a ea

-2000  3000 2

Cha ged a ic e  ejec i

A i e  e i e e :
- a i de  2000  ab ,
-  a ificia  igh  backg d,
- g d a c i a e,
- e gh aca  a he  f a  ace,
- acce ab e gi ic c di i ,
- a ai abi i  f e ec ica  e
T ka, A a , M g ia ??????+

+
→ Muon-scintillator array 

→ Surface + underground stations 

→ Up to 3,000 m2
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Galactic Center

Westerlund 1

HESS A&A 621 (2018) 
*Based on figure 16

Sun

RX J1713.7-3946

Crab Nebula

Motivation for a Southern 
Wide-field Array

+ transient 
synergies 
with CTA

LHAASO + 
HAWC
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ALPACA (2025+)Why in Bolivia? 
1. We can find feasible flat-

land candidates above 

4000 m a.s.l. 

2. Observing sky form the 

southern hemisphere.  

3. Long term scientific 

collaboration (cosmic 

rays field) between ICRR 

(Japan) and IIF (Bolivia) 

since 1961 (Chacaltaya 

observatory-BASJE).

~ 20 Km

ALPACA site

Andes 

Large  

area 

PArticle  

detector for 

Cosmic ray 

physics and 

Astronomy  

https://www.alpaca-experiment.org

Chacaltaya Observatory - 5,240 m a.s.l.

Chacaltaya Plateau 
4,740 m a.s.l. 

(20 km from La Paz)
Future developments in ground-based gamma-ray astronomy 37

Fig. 18 Layout of the full ALPACA array showing a depiction of the detector technologies
used. Small dots indicate the 401 air shower detector units, space at 15 m intervals. The en-
closed area in the bottom left corner is the ALPAQUITA arrray. The half ALPACA has the same
layout as ALPACA but with SD units spaced at 21 m intervals. The muon detector consists of
4 clusters of 16 WCD units buried 2 m underground. Image adapted from https://www.alpaca-
experiment.org/as.html.

water is available at 50 m depth. Truck transportation from the nearby town of El
Alto is also possible, at a reasonable cost [86].

The ALPACA array (Figure 18) consists of two main components: the surface
air shower detector array (SD), for energy reconstruction and timing of the shower
front, and an underground muon detector array (MD). The presence of a dedicated
muon array to select the muon-poor g-induced showers greatly improves the sensi-
tivity of the observatory, as validated by the similar concept applied in the Tibet-
ASg experiment [85]. Each SD unit comprises of 1 m2 active area ×5 cm thick
plastic scintillator, with a 5 mm thick lead plate on top, which is viewed by a fast-
timing PMT. The lead is used to convert the EAS secondary g-rays into pairs of e

−
and e

+ (Rossi transition effect) detectable by the scintillators. The MDs are water
Cherenkov detectors placed 2 m underground for an equivalent 16 radiation lengths
shielding of the shower’s electromagnetic component. An individual MD is a clus-
ter of 16 cells, each with a 56 m2 area and 1.5 m water depth which is viewed by a
large 20” PMT placed on top. A muon > 1 GeV can penetrate the soil shielding and
produce a clean, 24 photo-electrons signal on average, in the WCD PMTs. The pure
muon signals allow for a 99.9% hadron rejection, while retaining 80% of the g-ray
signals above 100 TeV. See Table 5 for a detailed description of the array.

Regarding the status of the project, the collaboration is now constructing a pro-
totype array, ALPAQUITA, 1/4 of the full array area; it is expected to start oper-
ations in 2022, as soon as the first underground muon detector (MD) cluster is in-
stalled [59]. Shortly afterwards, an extension to cover the full array area is scheduled

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  

ALPAQUITA

ALPACA detectors layout

2 inch PMTs

Muon detectors

ALPAQUITA

15 m spacing array 

!  400 x 1 m2 plastic scintillator SD 
→  15-m spacing; 82,800 m2

!  64 x 56 m2 WCD muon array 
→  4 x 16 cell clusters; 3,600 m2

Thanks to Keto Sei
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ALPAQUITAWhy in Bolivia? 
1. We can find feasible flat-

land candidates above 

4000 m a.s.l. 

2. Observing sky form the 

southern hemisphere.  

3. Long term scientific 

collaboration (cosmic 

rays field) between ICRR 

(Japan) and IIF (Bolivia) 

since 1961 (Chacaltaya 

observatory-BASJE).

~ 20 Km

ALPACA site

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  

ALPAQUITA: Current view  

4740 m a.s.l.16° 23’ S 68° 08’ W
Status as of July/2023

!1/4 ALPACA array 
→  97 SD units;18,450 m2 

→  muon array under construction 

ALPAQUITA: Some first results  

E > 100 TeV
E ~ 20 TeV

Wed, Aug 2 
Sakata Hirata Hall 

ALPAQUITA: Some first results  

E > 100 TeV
E ~ 20 TeV

Wed, Aug 2 
Sakata Hirata Hall 

E > 100 TeV

Subieta-Vasquez, 33rd ICRC, 2023
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*Based on MC Simulation
For the Tibet AS+MD

*

Tibet AS+MD(北天)

ALPACA Sensitivity

300 m

Full ALPACA AS and MD
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258 m   Muon Detector  x  (16+48)  (3,700 m  )2

1 m   AS Detector  x  (97+304)  (82,800 m  )

Ver.1.0

2

M. Ohnishi
Kawata, 33rd ICRC, 2023

ALPAQUITA
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258 m   Muon Detector  x  (16+48)  (3,700 m  )2

1 m   AS Detector  x  (97+304)  (82,800 m  )

Ver.1.0

2

M. Ohnishi1. Air Shower (AS) Array ~83,000m2

= 401 x 1m2 Scintillation Detector
2. Underground Muon Detector (MD) ~3600m2

= Water-Cherenkov-Type, 2.5m overburden (~19X0)  
56m2 with 20”f PMT  x 96 Cells

ALPACA Project

ALPAQUITA

5

ü Gamma-ray air shower has much less muons.
Background cosmic rays can be rejected by >99.9% @100TeV.

ü Wide FoV (~2sr) observation regardless day/night and weather
- Angular resolution ~0.2o @100TeV 
- Energy resolution ~20%  @100TeV

[GA10-01]
[PGA3-20]
[PGA3-21]
[PGA3-22]
[PGA3-32]
[PGA3-63]
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Southern Wide-Field 
Gamma-ray Observatory
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!  SWGO partners 
→14 countries, over 80 institutes*  
→+ supporting scientists 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
China 
Croatia 
Czech Republic 
Germany

Italy 
Mexico 
Peru 
Portugal 
South Korea 
United Kingdom 
United States

Member Institutes

Supporting Scientists

SWGO Collaboration

Welcome Croatia!

!University of Rijeka SoI signed
!Marina Manganaro has joined the Steering

Committee representative for Croatia

7
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33Peru 4.9 k

Primary Site Candidates

Pampa La Bola, Chile - 4770 m

Cerro Vecar, Argentina - 4820 m

Sibinacocha, Peru - 4900 m

Imata, Peru - 4450 m

2020-21: Site Candidacies 
2022-23: Site Characterization 
2024 (July): Site Selection! 

Pampa La Bola, Chile - 4770 m

13º S

24º S
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Observational Panorama 

3 

� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS

The reference 
detector concept

Fig.1.Left:ReferenceConfigurationlayout.Right:zoomoftheboundarybetweencorearrayandoutriggers.

2.2.Outriggers

Anoutriggerarray(seee.g.[4])providesaneffectivewaytoprovidehighenergysensitivity,providedthecostof
theoutriggersremainssmallincomparisontothetotalcost.Theunitsareidenticaltothecorearraybutwitha
gridspacingfourtimeslargeror16.12m,resultingin882unitsbetween160mand300mfromthearraycentre.

3.DetectorUnitConfiguration

Tab.2summarisesthedetectorunit(tank)configurationfortheRC,PBSelementsaretakenfrom[5].More
detailsaregivenbelow.

Thedetectorunitcontainsanopticallyisolatedcylindricalwatervolumeofdiameter3.8mandheight3.0m.The
watervolumesareenclosedinatankofthickness⇡2gcm�2(materialTBD).Thewatervolumeisdividedinto
twocylindricalopticallyisolatedvolumes.Theuppervolumehasadepthof2.5mandthelowervolume0.5m.

Thelowervolumeisintendedforuseinmuontaggingforbackgrounrejection–see,e.g.[6].Theuppervolume
providestimeandparticleenergydensityinformation.Theinteriorsurfacepropertiesofthelowervolumeand
thesidewallsoftheuppervolumearesettothatofthehighlyreflectivematerialTyvek.Thetopandbottomof
theuppervolumeareblack,withpropertiesofpolypropanol.Thehybridnatureoftheuppervolumeintermsof
surfacepropertiesisacompromisebetweenlightcollectionefficiencyandnoiserate/timeresponse.

Bothvolumescontainasinglephotosensor,theHamamatsuR5912-1008"PMT.ThePMTsareplacedadjacent
toeachotheratthedividingsurface-facinginoppositedirections.ThePMTsareequippedwithwater-proof
housingsprovidedbythemanufacturerandarenotequippedwithmagneticshieldsorlightguides,forsimplicity
ofcostandperformanceestimation.

3.1.ElectronicsChain

HighvoltageforthePMTisgeneratedlocally,withlowvoltagepower,digitalcommunications,andactiveshaping
withdifferentialsignaltransmissiontoaNodeatadistanceof.30m.Theanaloguesignalisdigitisedatthe
nodewitha250MSs�112-bitADC.

AbsolutetimesynchronisationisprovidedviaaGPSreceiveranddistributionusingtheWhiteRabbit(WR)

V1.0Page2of4

16 m4 m

Core: 

Outer: 

Altitude:

Ø 320 m, FF = 80% 
5,700 WCD units

Ø 600 m, FF = 5% 
880 WCD units

4,700 m a.s.l.

✧ muon counting
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A next generation observatory
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Comprehensive simulations of 13 configurations completed; 
several reconstruction and γ/hadron separation passes.

Al
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SWGO-RECO

CORSIKA

AERIE

PYSWGO

Simulation of 
extensive air showers

Detector 
simulation

Shower 
reconstruction

High-level  
reconstructions (IRFs)

Observational Panorama 

3 

� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS
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A next generation observatory
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Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS
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Layouts 2,3,4 promising
Major boost above 30 TeV 
without significant negative 
impact at low Energies

à 1 km2 = LHAASO-scale 
detector

Preli
mina

ry

Reference

Exploring very large  
areas and low fill-factors

Exploring trade-off 
between dense core 
footprint and fill-factor.
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A next generation observatory
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Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS

— CTAO Symposium 2024 | Bologna —  Huge rejection power (400! At 50% gamma effic) - already at 2 TeV

D1A1

Size range A à D looks promising

Preli
mina

ry

Double-layer WCD unit concept 
Large background rejection power > 1 TeV 
400, with 50% gamma efficiency

Huge rejection power (400! At 50% gamma effic) - already at 2 TeV

D1A1

Size range A à D looks promising

Preli
mina

ry

Inner Zone



A next generation observatory 
Angular Resolution

38

SWGO 
Inner  
Array

Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS

Towards M6

!Huge simulation effort
!Great progress on algorithms
!Priority now: get everything integrated à

baseline analysis for M6
→And working for *all* candidate configurations

19

Angular reconstruction 
methods still being 
refined

LHAASO KM2A 
approx.
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Exploring different WCD concepts
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R&D Towards a Lake Array

Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS

�

7KH�UHVLVWLYLW\�RI�WZR�$48$0$7(�EODGGHU�PDWHULDOV�DUH�EHLQJ�WHVWHG�DW�6LELQDFRFKD�ODNH�LQ�3HUX
�GHSOR\HG�LQ�-XO\������

'HSOR\PHQW�SURFHVV�RI�WZR�$48$0$7(�
EODGGHUV�DW�6LELQDFRFKD�ODNH�������PDVO��

SWGO tank construction: 3.6m x 4.3m

Michael Schneider, UMD for SWGO/Prague 2
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Development of new concepts and approaches
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Detector options and prototyping
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Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS
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Development of new concepts and approaches



Status & Plan
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✓
✓
✓

✓

!R&D Phase 
→Kick off meeting Oct 2019 
→Expected completion early 2025 

✓ Site and Design Choices made 
→Then: 

!Preparatory Phase 
→Detailed construction planning 
→Engineering Array 

! (Full) Construction Phase 
→From 2027!Roadmaps 

→ US Decadal Review 
→  SNOWMASS, APPEC, Astronet 20M$

✓
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Science
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6 core benchmark science cases 
Science case studies using 

gammapy ongoing.
Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS
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SWGO target sensitivity
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Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS

Point-source differential 
sensitivity 
5 bins/decade, 5 sig.
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    SWGO 1 year

Huge rejection power (400! At 50% gamma effic) - already at 2 TeV

D1A1

Size range A à D looks promising

Preli
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ry



Transients with SWGO 
!  Short-timescale sensitivity of ground-particle detectors is much 

worse than IACTs at low E! But room for improvement < 1 TeV 

!  And a number of other advantages… 
→100% duty cycle ! higher rate and monitoring capability of transients 
! bridging the gap with satellite facilities 

→Serendipitous view - observation of onset / prompt emission of GRBs 
→A trigger instrument! 

✓ Blind searches and offline checks for afterglow triggers 

• Critical synergy with IACTs and other MWL + MM instruments 

44

✧  SWGO can bring the 10s deg2 error boxes (GBM, GW) down to ~ deg2 

Observational Panorama 
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� Cherenkov Atmospheric 
Telescopes 
o  20% duty-cycle 
o  Pointing (few degrees FoV) 
o  Energy threshold down to 10s GeV 
o  Good energy and angular resolution 

� Particle Detector Arrays 
→ 100% duty-cycle 
→ Wide-field of View (~ steradian) 
→ Energy range 100s GeV up to 100s TeV 
→ Continual view and accurate 

background determination 
LHAASO

HESS

MAGIC

VERITAS
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Thanks

Ulisses Barres 
ulisses@cbpf.br

“The history of science can be summarized as 
the developing of ever more perfect eyes, in 
a world where there is always more to see” 

— Theillard de Chardin


